Introduction
Sonar system operating in gas medium (air) are based on echolocation phenomenon (active sonar). Many scientist and specialists in the field of air coupled ultrasound localisation systems have been inspired by echolocation mechanism of bats. Those mammals mastered echolocation perfectly using ultrasound waves. A resolution of so called real time biosonar is out of range of human made equivalent due to scientific and technological limitations. The main aim of the chapter presented below is to introduce book readers with the echolocation mechanism, evolved in bats, which are an example of animals that have achieved perfection in biosonar usage. The next problem that authors cover is an evolution of sonar systems from simple one beam ranging echolocation devices to advanced multibeam array beamformers operating with digital signal as serviceable form of information representation. Some properties of ultrasound waves in gas medium and physical phenomena involved with air coupled ultrasound waves generation, transmission and detection are described in the chapter as follows: (1) generation of ultrasound wave in gas medium, (2) a short review of air operating transducers including piezoceramics, sandwich, electrostatic, EMFi and MEMS, (3) problem of ultrasound wave transmission in gas medium (the influence of temperature and static pressure on speed of sound, attenuation in air) and range equation, (4) reception and detection of ultrasound waves, target strength. Considering the fact that the detection of echo signal does not give us an information about target a review of signal processing methods is also presented. Taking into account global trend in applying digital signal processing methods to sonar application authors describe some of DSP solutions which are adaptation of echo signal processing by bats at higher level of their auditory system. In order to explain some important issues from bat echo analysis, authors to present some information about bat auditory system and the role of its particular organs and auditory pathways in spatial information processing. used for spatial orientation and prey pursuing. Bats ordinarily emit echolocation calls when moving in light and dark, suggesting that echolocation is a very important component of their sensorimotor system. Nonetheless, echolocation is not the only sensory system of bats, since they probably make use of all senses (including vision, olfaction and kinesthetic sense) to integrate them for cognitive processing Masters & Harley (2004) . In the echolocating sensing system of bats, ultrasound vocalisation is actively propagated over the air and returning echoes are used for determination of the position, size and structure of sonar target. A bat can determine between its own echo and echoes coming from other individuals. Sometimes bats can even eavesdrop on emitted sound and its echo of conspecifics and other species to find good foraging sites and forage with members of social group Balcombe & Fenton (1988) , Dechmann et al. (2009) . These findings and other researches show that echolocation pulses serve as acoustic cues in communication of bats (see review in Jones (2008) ).
Sound emission
Sound emission in bats is produced in the larynx, a common sound generator in all mammals. Bats emit calls through the mouth or the nostrils. Nostril emission have advantage when foraging, because a bat can fly and echolocate with the prey in mouth. Moreover, the emission of sound through two nostrils results in interference of emitted sound beams. The interference pattern depends on the distance between nostrils. If it's half of the wavelength of the emitted frequency, the sound energy straight ahead will be intensified, and attenuated on either side, resulting in a narrowing of the sound beam. Experiments with a leaf-nose bat Carollia perspicillata (family Phyllostomidae) showed that when one of the two nostrils is blocked the extend of the sound beam doubles in the horizontal plane Fig. (1) Hartley & Suthers (1987) . Bats using the nostrils often have complex noseleaves composed of fold of skin and cartilage. The noseleaves have varying complexity and shape: e.g. shape of horseshoes in horseshoe bats Rhinolohphidae or vertical blade-like noseleaf in leaf-nosed bats Phyllostomidae. Noseleaf acts as acoustic lens, focusing the sound into a narrow beam, which cause increasing of directionality of emitted calls and enhanced echolocation performance. The experiments with Carollia perspicillata indicated that if the noseleaf is removed, the vertical beam width increased from 60 to 120 [deg] Hartley & Suthers (1987) . Fig. 1 . The relation between the width of the sound beam and nose-leaf and nostril emission in Carollia perspicillata (adapted from Hartley & Suthers (1987) 
How bats avoid deafening?
The intensity of the emitted echolocation pulses may be up to maximum level above 140
[dB] of sound pressure level (SPL) Surlykke & Kalko (2008) . This is loud enough to cause hard pain and hardly damage the eardrum and cochlea. Bats posses special adaptations to avoid deafening. Echolocation calls are emitted in short bursts. During the burst, bats make themselves temporarily deaf. The deafening is caused by the contraction of the muscle stapedius, which is attached to stapes (a small ossicle in the middle ear, see the chapter 'Auditory adaptations to sound perception'). Just before a bat emits an echolocation pulse, the stapedius contracts and pulls the stapes away from the oval window Henson JR (1965) . The sound cannot be passed to the cochlea, which prevent the damage of this delicate structure.
In the final stage of pursuing for an insect, a bat's sonar pulse repetition rate may exceed 200 [Hz] , and its stapedius muscle may operate at the same frequency -one of the highest rates recorded in vertebrate muscle Altringham (1999) .
The diversity of bat echolocation calls
The diversity of echolocating bats and its habitat leads to diversity of acoustic signals used for echolocation and therefore acoustic information received from echoes. Bats' sonar pulses are usually described as narrowband constant frequency calls (CF) and broadband frequency modulated pulses (FM), however there are many combinations of those two call types Fig. ( 2) Neuweiler (2000) . FM pulses starts at high frequency and sweeps downward to progressively lower frequency. They last for a short period of time, usually up to several ms. There is interspecies and between habitat variation in the slope of the pulse. CF signal is a pure tone or only slightly modulated in frequency at the beginning. In horseshoe bats (Rhinolophidae), hipposiderid bats (Hipposideridae) and mormoopid Pteronotus parnellii the CF tone ends and/or starts with short FM part. CF pulse usually last for 10 − 100 [ms]. Many FM bats used open, semi-open, edges of forest, separating pulse from echo in the time and discriminating delay in echo when estimating target distance, whereas CF bats usually forage in clutter environment and emit long-duration calls separating pulse and echo in frequency Neuweiler (2000) . An echolocating bat emits pulses with irregular time intervals. During pauses between pulses no information is available. The time without information varied between species, habitats and pulse type. The ratio of the time during which a signal is present to the entire duration of Fig. 3 . Echolocation sequence of FM (a) and CF (b) bats emitted during prey pursuit. The pulse repetition rate increases when bats detect a prey reaching the maximum rate just before a catch.
How bats detect faint echoes?
The detection of echoes encounter the problems related to the echo strength and the interference of echoes of different individuals. Echolocation calls of most bats are very loud at the source but they are very quickly attenuated in the air, because most of the bats use ultrasound calls of high frequencies. So the returning echo is very weak. Moreover, bat's auditory system is exposed to extraneous sounds, e.g. sonar of other bats, which may interfere with bat's own echo processing. Bat overcome these problems by opening neural gate of short duration. The neural gate is triggered by the bat's own echolocation pulses, when they are emitted. This process briefly opens time windows enabling the bat's auditory system to receive and interpret bat's own echoes Roverud & Grinnell (1985) , Altringham (1999) , Neuweiler (2000) . The detection of weak pulses may be additionally enhanced by the process called forward masking. During forward masking hearing thresholds increase when acoustic stimuli are presented shortly after a sound of similar spectral composition, i.e. weak echoes returning shortly after the emission of their own comparatively intense sonar calls Siewert I. (2004) .
Determination of sonar target features
The echo imagination of an object is affected by the structure of the echolocation pulse and the physical parameters of an object. Neuweiler (2000) .
Target location in 3-dimensional space
FM bats discriminate an object's location in horizontal and vertical planes, the distance to the object and its relative velocity and direction of movement. For an analysis of the distance to a target an echolocating FM bat uses the time interval (delay) between their emitted sonar vocalization and a returning echo to obtain target distance information Simmons (1973) . An FM bat appears to determine prey velocity primarily by measuring the changes in distance between it and its prey from one echo to the next. The horizontal position of an object in space is determined by differences in the intensity and/or time of arrival of echoes at the two ears Fig. (4) . Tragus plays probably an important role in the vertical positioning, since it is responsible for generating multiple reflections in the external ear as echoes travel to the eardrum Lawrence & Simmons (1982) . The reflections of sound waves from tragus and the wall of the pinna create interference patterns, which change according to the vertical direction of the sound Fig. (4) . Therefore the vertical positioning may be resolved by analyzing secondary echoes which follow different paths through the inner ear and around the tragus, depending upon their direction of origin. The big brown bat Eptesicus fuscus can resolve vertical angles down to 3.5 [deg], and horizontal angles of 1.5 [deg] . Bats that lack tragus (horseshoe bats and hipposiderids) move their pinnae in a pattern correlated with the emission of their echolocation calls: one ear moves upward and downward, the second ear moves forward and back. This pinnae movements play a role in sound localization a the vertical plane Neuweiler (2000) . 
Target range differences discrimination
FM bats well resolve the discrimination of small differences in the distance to two objects, utilizing matched-filter and the envelope of autocorrelation function. The bat cross-correlates the emitted pulses with returning echo. The ACR describes the average period T of the signal (the reciprocal of the fundamental frequency, which decreases with increasing frequency) and t, the width of the envelope at the half of its maximum. This is approximately the reciprocal of the signal's bandwidth. The introduction of FM higher harmonics decreases the height of the side peaks, reducing t. Bat neural system can determine unambiguously the timing (i.e. 
Determining object size
Bats determine target size using amplitude modulation, i.e. the intensity of the echo. The bigger an object reflecting echolocation pulses, the smaller amplitude modulation. By small objects the amplitude of returning echo is decreasing. Different species of bats can detect and avoid wires with a diameter of 0.06 − 0.1 [mm].
Determining object structure
Most of the objects perceived by bats is very complex and have many reflective surfaces that result in a chaotic acoustic image of the target without systematic spectral interference pattern. The echo perceived by a bat consists of its ultrasonic emission convolved with the acoustic impulse response (IR) of the ensonified object. The IR is the sum of reflections from the complex target. Its extraction implies great echolocation capabilities of bats. The experiment with Phyllostomus discolor (Phyllostomidae) showed that bats can classified echoes and evaluate IR roughness. Hence bats can evaluate complex texture, such as e.g. foliage type Grunwald et al. (2004) . Thus the structure of more complex objects, ensonified by ultrasounds, can be probably detected with high precision by echolocating bats. This capability allow bats to recognize not only environment features but also find and classify prey or food source (1992) . The bat can do that not only using echolocation but also by passive listening to the virtual echoes. Bats can perceived sound structure by analyzing the interference patterns of echos. Signals reflecting from the rough structure contains peaks and nulls at different frequencies, depending on the depth of the textural surface of the target. The interference between sound waves of identical frequency and amplitude causes addition or cancellation of the energy. The addition of the energy is maximal when the waves are in phase, whereas maximal cancellation occurs when the echo and emitted signal are 180 [deg] out of phase. Such cancellation within a spectrum is called a notch. A notch occurs when the distance between the high and low points on a target is λ/4 or an uneven multiple of this relationship. The addition of the energy occurs when the differences in depth between the target surface is λ/2 or even multiple thereof Fig. (6) . The position of the peaks and nulls within the spectrum provides a measure of the surface texture of an object. The smoother target the higher the frequency of the maximal notch Neuweiler (2000) .
CF calls and prey detection in CF bats
CF bats intercept the space and prey in a different way as FM bats. The CF pulses has poor range resolution, although they also need determine the range for interception or avoidance. The CF bats probably therefore introduce FM component to their signals. These bats detect moving prey using the Doppler shift (Doppler effect) of the constant frequency or by detecting the changes in echoes of a flying insect caused by its wing beats Schnitzler et al. (1983) , Schnitzler (1987) . The echo reflected from the fluttering insect contains momentary glint-like energy maxima. Such glints consists of amplitude and frequency modulations. Changes in wing profile causes variation in the intensity of the echo amplitude modulation. The wing movement towards or away from the direction of the bat broadens sound spectrum due to Doppler effects. Echoes received by a bat approaching a stationary insect will be increased in frequency, and increased further if the insect is approaching the bat Schnitzler et al. (1983) , Schnitzler (1987) . Similarly, echospectra of fluttering insect oriented at three different angles demonstrates that the echo will be amplitude modulated within a pulse, and there will be also fluctuations in echoes from pulse to pulse Schnitzler et al. (1983) . Insects of different size and from different species/families can therefore give different amplitude modulation, which may be an useful information for foraging bats. The Doppler shift arises from the differences in velocity between bat and insect and the CF bats can compensate for this effect Schnitzler (1968) . FM pulses are Doppler tolerant, so they are not affected significantly by either their own motion or that of the prey. CF bats compensate for Doppler shift induced by bat's flight speed by lowering the frequency of emitted pulses when flying. Doppler shift compensation causes that emitted pulse and returning echo differ in frequency, however the frequency of returning echo always falls within the range of the frequency emitted when resting, which is the frequency of best hearing '(BF)'. CF bats are very sensitive to a very narrow frequency band '(BF)', actually one frequency of CF signal, which is called auditory fovea (Neuweiler (2000) , see the next chapter). Therefore the bat alters its emission frequency to keep an echo at a strictly defined frequency. The shift in emitted frequency tells the bat how fast it is moving, and in what direction, relative to the object. As a target moves and the echo frequency changes, the bat shifts its emitted frequency to keep the echo frequency constant Neuweiler (2000) .
Auditory adaptations to sound perception
Bats auditory system is adapted to special tasks of the spatial orientation using sound (pulse and its echo) to perceive the environment, but it is built and operate in the similar manner as in other mammals, i.e. pinna with tragus, external ear, middle ear and inner ear, auditory nerve and auditory centers in brain Neuweiler (2000) .
Functional anatomy of the ear
Echolocating bats have relatively large pinnae. The pinna acts as movable directional antenna. The directional hearing and sound picking by the pinna depends on the size and geometry of the pinna as well as the wavelength of sound. The pinna functions as a directional antenna when ka > 1.25, that is, when the wavelength is smaller than 4-5 times the radius of the pinna opening where a -radius of the pinna opening. The larger the pinna, the better low frequencies will be transmitted to the eardrum. In Plecotus auritus, a bat with relatively big pinnae, the cut-off frequency is 6 − 8 [kHz]. The pinna can not exert its directionality when the wavelength of sound exeeds the dimensions of the pinna. The higher the frequency, the more pronounced the directional characteristic of the pinna Neuweiler (2000) . The highly variable pinna form and size in different families of bats affect their acoustic properties. The pinna in most echolocating bats is rather small, because it is tuned to ultrasound frequencies with short wavelengths between 2 and 16 mm. In contrast, in gleaning bats (taking prey from the surface) which listen to the low frequency rustling noise made by prey, the pinna is extraordinarly large. The greatest pinna amplification is in the range of 6 − 10 [kHz].
Unique to most echolocating bats is the tragus, cartilaginous projection at the base of the pinna. Tragus enhances discrimination of the elevation of the target Lawrence & Simmons (1982) . Bats that do not posses tragus have antitragus, a horizontal fold of the skin along the opening of the ear canal, and frequently move their pinnae. Sound perceived by pinna passes to middle ear and causes vibration of eardrum (tympanic membrane), which is only 2 − 11 [µm] thick in echolocating bats. The vibrations are passed to the oval window along 3 ears ossicles: malleus, incus and stapes. Those media acts as filters, because of the vibration capabilities. The higher frequencies bats produce and perceive the thinner the eardrum is and smaller and lighter middle ear ossicles, because they vibrate more rapidly. Vibrations of the oval window are transmitted along the spiral canal of the cochlea. Cochlea is a bone with three canals spiral in parallel with the organ of Corti between them. It is highly complicated sound receiver and frequency analyzer, which categorizes the sound by frequency. Echolocating bats have 2.5 − 3.5 complete turns, relative to the 1.75 of non-echolocating bats and primates Altringham (1999) . The inner canal of the cochlea is a tube, scala media, filled with fluid. It is covered by a second tube, which upper part is called scala vestibuli and the lower part scala tympani. Both of those tubes are separated from middle ear by membranes of the oval and round windows Fig. (7) . The floor of the scala media is formed by the basilar membrane with sensory hair cells. Each hair cell posses bundle of stereocilia. The sterocilia tips are covered by the tectorial membrane. Vibration of the basilar membrane against the tectorial membrane causes shearing of the hair cell sterocilia and consequently, oscillations in the receptor potential that follow the rhythm of basilar membrane movement. This movement is caused by the momentary pressure differences between the scala vestibuli and scala tympani, which arises when the stapes moves and press against the oval window. The basilar membrane moves up and down at the same frequency as the stimulus. The oscillation progresses along the length of the basilar membrane, decreasing its speed. When the stimulus is a high frequency sound, the travelling wave moves only a short distance along the basilar membrane. The lower the frequency, the farther the traveling wave moves within the cochlea. Thus, high frequencies activate only the most basal hair cells, and lower frequencies activate the apical hair cells most strongly cochlea, what correspond to one-fourth of the length of the basilar membrane. In FM bats this region contains the representation of about one octave and the frequency progression of the hair cells id approximately logarithmic Vater et al. (1985) , Neuweiler (2000) . This very narrow filter in CF bats is called auditory fovea. The auditory fovea of each individual bat is precisely tuned to its own emitted frequency Vater et al. (1985) . The corresponding fitter exists in the in consecutive stages of sound processing in the brain (see next subchapter). Fig. 7 . The schematic plan of the mammalian ear and sound wave flow from the pinna to the inner ear (adapted from Neuweiler (2000)). . CF bat show specific auditory fovea (adapted from Vater et al. (1985) and Neuweiler (2000) .
Auditory pathways in the central nervous system
The central auditory system of bats consists of the same nuclei as in other mammals, however some of these nuclei are relatively larger than they are in other mammals. The impulses from the hair cells in the inner ear are transfer to the auditory nerve fibers, which further transmit the impulse to the midbrain auditory centre, called inferior colliculus. In echolocating bats the inferior colliculus is large. It gather all pathways together and transmits information to the medial geniculate body of the thalamus. From thalamus the information is proceeds to auditory cortex in forebrain where the final processing of the sound is happened and sound is translated into images of the environment Neuweiler (2000) . The output of the bank of spectral filters in the inner ear is organized into a tonotopic (cochlear) map with a laminar arrangement of neurons of the inferior colliculus. The cells within a given lamina all have a similar best frequency Fig. (9) . Thus, each lamina is responsible for processing information
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www.intechopen.com from one specific frequency band. In FM bat frequency bands are distributed less or more evenly, whereas in CF bat, the lamina responsible for one narrow frequency band is relatively large. The auditory cortex of CF bat has adequate an overrepresentation of the neurons sensitive to the frequencies of only 1.5 [kHz] band Fig. (10) . These narrow filters correspond to the auditory fovea and is seen in the auditory tuning curves of CF bats, as a region of very low threshold for the frequencies of CF portion of the echolocation pulse Schuller & Pollak (1979) Fig. (11) . In FM bats the neurons are almost always either broadly tuned or only fairly sharp Neuweiler (2000) Fig. (11) .
Ultrasound waves in gas medium
The nature of a gas medium, which is determined by its parameters, is extremely ultrasound unfriendly in relation to ultarasound waves generation transmission and detection. The main parameter of the gas medium is sound velocity c. It varies depending on such parameters as static pressure and temperature of gas. A theoretical dependence between sound velocity and gas properties is given by Eq.
(1)
where κ (T) -ratio of specific heats c p c v , p 0 -static pressure in normal conditions, ρ 0 -gas density in normal conditions, T 0 -293 K. The main problems in case of an air coupled sonar system based on TOF are temperature and pressure changes, which have to be compensated using external sensors or reference channels. The second important parameter which is critical in sonar systems is sound attenuation in a given medium. In gases sound attenuation is described by clasicall Stokes-Kirchhoff Eq. (2)
where ω -circular frequency, η ′ -shear viscosity, c v -specific heat at a constant volume, c p -specific heat at a constant pressure, σ -heat conductivity. The most significant information contained in Eq. (2) is that the attenuation factor is proportional to the square of circular frequency α ≈ ω 2 . As a result of the above the range of air operating sonar system is significantly limited to a few centimeters for frequencies above 100 [kHz] . Additionally, echolocating bats use band limited signals from the range of . This varies between species, but in some cases also depends on hunting strategy and the type of surrounding obstacles. A precise expression of attenuation in air Eq. (3) was formulated by Evans et al. (1972) .
The model of sound absorbtion in air takes into account both the classical processes (viscous losses, heat conduction) and relaxation. The two new variables a d and D 12 stand for molecular diffusion constant, and diffusion coefficient for the mixture of oxygen and nitrogen repectievly. The relation between attenuation and frequency for different humidity is shown in Fig. (12) Considering the simplest case of an acoustic TRX (Transmitting -Receiving) system made of a coaxially situated single transmitter and receiver shown in Fig. (13) it is possible to define Evans et al. (1972) and Bass et al. (1995) . (4), widely described by Gudra & Opielinski (2006) .
The equation defines a relation between both transmitted and received acoustic power as a function of distance d, directivity of the transmitter Ω = π 2 f 2 D 2 T 2c 2 for π fD T 2c 1, receiver's surface S R and attenuation factor α. The third important limitation, especially important in air coupled sonar systems, is acoustic impedance mismatch. According to transmission line theory the energy transmission coefficient equals to Eq. (5)
In most ultrasonic applications the acoustic impedance of the transmitter or receiver is a few order higher than the impedance of the medium. As a result of this phenomena most acoustic energy is reflected from impedance discontinuity. Some methods of reducing the impedance mismatch will be described in section (4). Target strength TS is another very important parameter in the context of object detection using a sonar system. This parameter characterises the reflecting properties of an object and is defined by Eq. 6) where I r and I t indicate intensities of reflected and incident waves respectively Because of the fact that target strength depends on objects' geometry and their reflecting capabilities it can be calculated for simple solids like sphere, cylinder etc. More information about target strength measurements for different objects can be found in the papers Gudra et al. (2010) and Norman & Jones (2000) . To evaluate the performance of an active sonar operating in air we include target strength TS Eq. (7) SL − 2TL + 2TS − NL + DI + PT > RT (7) where: SL -source level, TL -transmission losses, NL -noise level, DI -directivity index, PGprocessing gain, RT -reception threshold.
Air coupled ultrasound transducers
Since air coupled acoustic signal is used in passive and active sonar systems, ultrasound transducers have to be applied in these solutions. Due to problems related to ultrasound signals transmission described in section (3) signal transmitters and receivers have to guarantee some critical parameters in order to achieve eligible results. Efficiency S n and sensitivity S 0 are very basic parameters of acoustic transmitters/receivers Due to the transducer dimensions comparable with an acoustic wave length the ultrasonic sensors are usually highly directional. The directional parameters of transducers are described by directivity coefficient Ω given by Eq. (8)
The directivity characteristic for a circular piston vibrating in an infinite baffle is described by Eq. (9)
where D T -piston diameter, J 1 -Bessel function of first order. The problem of simplifying the Eq. (9) is widely described by Gudra & Opielinski (2004) . In practice for the directivity coefficient calculations of ultrasonic transducers working in the air it can be assumed that:
for π fD T c > 10
There is a variety of transducers that are used to generate or receive ultrasounds in a gas medium. Some selected properties of the transducers are presented in a table (1) A dynamic transducer may be used to produce low frequency ultrasound. The basic limitation of cut-off frequency is high impedance of vibrating coil and decrease of effective radiating surface of the loudspeaker membrane. An electro-mechano-acoustical model of dynamic loudspeaker is shown in Fig. (14) . The next group of transducers associated with ultrasound wave generation are condenser microphones and transmitters. Most of ultrasound microphones are based on condenser receiver principle. The common known limitation of such a device is its small membrane surface in comparison to the wave length, which causes low sensitivity. The microphones are also very susceptible to humidity and dirt. Condenser transmitters are not as popular as the receivers due to low effectiveness, but in a range of frequencies above 50 [kHz] condenser construction is, next to EMFi film, the only broad band alternative. The most common material in ultrasound transducers technology is piezoceramics. This is due to the resonant character of generated waves and its highest effectiveness/sensitivity. Since Langevine developed a sandwich type transducer in 1927, it has been the most known type of transducer, next the one that uses piezoceramic rings vibrating in radial symmetrical mode. The main advantage of sandwich type transducer coupled with vibrating plate is its high effectiveness and ability to work continuously and generate high acoustic power. Additionally, a surface of vibrating plate improves energy transmission coefficient Eq. (5). A typical construction of a sandwich transducer is shown in Fig. (15) . Sandwich transducer elements' dimensions are described by Eq. (11).
where: The length requirements for acoustic velocity transformer is presented in Fig. (15 b) and equals λ/2. Radiating mass length has to fulfill requirements λ/4. The maximum radiating acoustic power can be achieved by applying stepped plate, which vibrates flexurally in its axial mode. The major problem of the presented construction is the high mechanical Q-factor of the plate and mechanical part of the transducer and electrical Q-factor of piezoceramics. Radial and thicness vibration of piezoceramic disc are commonly used as a source of acoustic wave in many sensors. An piezoelectric disc and its electrical model are shown in Fig. (16) . Radial u r and thickness u z displacement of radiating surfaces are given by Eq. (12). Fig. 16 . Coordinate system, force distribution, dimensions of piezoelectric disc and its electrical equivalent circuit at resonance frequency. where:
The thickness vibrations of disc with matching layer generate quasi-plane wave while the radial ones are the source of cylindrical wave. To produce a wave with reduced near field and side lobes it is possible to use radial vibrations of the piezoceramic disc to actuate the transducer mechanical enclosure and radiate the wave in z direction. Maximum displacement across x direction in thickness vibration mode occures at r = 0. . Radial vibration displacement reaches its maximum at r = a across r direction. Normalised displacement across both directions as a function of radius is shown in Fig. (17) Fig. 17. Distribution of radial and thickness components of displacements of piezoelectric disk calculated using analytical method and FEM (according to Gudra (2008)) The acoustic energy in air operating active sonar systems is transmitted from transducer to a gas medium. The impedance of the piezoceramics PZT equals Z p = 29.6 · 10 6 while the air acoustic impedance equals Z air = 427. One of the methods to reduce the adverse energy transmission coefficient Eq. (5) is to use impedance matching layer as it is shown in Fig. (18) . Using one-quarter of the wave length matching layer made of material the acoustic impedance of which is Z p = 1.12 · 10 5 guarantees maximum energy transmission. The matching layer material is usually made of composite porous materials. Another way to improve impedance matching is applying multilayered matching structure, where Z k << Z k+1 . Sound attenuation in particular layers is a limitation of this method. The problem of impedance mismatch is less significant for EMFi (Electromechanical Film) based transducers. The physical and acoustics parameters of foil are presented in papers by Paajanen et al. (2000) and Paajanen et al. (2001) . The most important advantages of EMFi film is high value of longitudinal piezoelectric constant d 33 , which varies in the range of 130 − 450[pC N] and low value of acoustic impedance, which equals 2.6 × 10 4 kg m 2 · s EMFi film could be used as a broadband transmitter/receiver and can produce bats-like echolocation pulses. This attribute was used in some robotic applications described in Jiménez et al. (2008) , Steckel et al. (2008) and Schillebeeckx et al. (2008) . Since the bats echolocation mechanism is the most sophisticated biosonar, engeeniers have attempted to use it as a pattern and inspiration in their echolocation devices. Target position estimation is made on the basis of echo signal processing. Target position is specified by range d, azimuth φ and elevation θ angles. Fig. 18 . Impedance matching using one layer and transmission line theory according to Lynnworth (1965) .
Signal processing in sonar systems
Nowadays, ultrasound signal processing in air-coupled sonar systems is dominated by digital technology. Digital signal processing techniques give engineers a whole spectrum of possibilities and enables them to adapt the equipment to specified solutions. On the other side, every ultrasound device consists of an analog signal processing block. A generalised ultrasound localisation system is shown in Fig. (19) . Each echolocation system can be configured using the proposed generalisation. The extreme simplification of presented system could be realised as one TRX transducer with analog filter, an amplifier and a fullwave rectifier in the receiving circuit plus an analog switching circuit and a step-in transformer in the transmitting circuit. The ADC block is based on an analog comparator and DAC block consists of an analog switching circuit driver. Everything is controlled by microcontroller which drives DAC and measures the time it takes comparator signal to reach the unit. Much more interesting echo analyzing could be applied using full analog to digital conversion and DSP algorithms. One of the most popular examples in ultrasound ranging system is based on autocorrelation of digitised x(k) echo signal Eq. (14). Fig. 19 . Generalised block scheme of air operating echolocation system.
A signal processing simulation of an echo from a two different targets using CF (Constant Frequency) Eq. (15) (20).
Analysis of the results obtained using different signals proves that the modulation of the In air coupled ultrasound signal processing systems the ITD parameter is commonly used due to attenuation changes across parameters described in section (3) and different target strengths for different objects. Some interesting information about ILD processing by bats and modeling of the bats' hearing mechanism using VLSI elements could be found in the paper by Shi & Horiuchi (2007) . Interaural time differences follows from the spatial grid of receiving sensors and the sound speed in a gas medium. Since the assumption is that wavefront returning echo signal is plane, we can evaluate horizontal and elevation angle using sensor arrays and beamforming algorithms. Additionally, there are methods allowing beam steering in a particular direction. This enables "looking" using ultrasounds in a selected direction. Using multiple receivers (an array of transducers in different configurations see. Fig. (21) it is possible to modify the directional characteristics of the array. This technique is commonly used in underwater hydrolocation systems and radars. There were some attempts of developing an ultrasonic air-operating beamformers for echolocation systems described in papers by Strakowski et al. (2006) , Kleeman & Kuc (1995) , Medina & Wykes (2001) , Harput & Bozkurt (2008) and Webb & Wykes (1996) , Wykes et al. (1993) . Most of the solutions cited above are based on a linear array and the signal processing method used is time-delay beamforming see Johnson & Dudgeon (1993.) . Additionally, the authors developed an ultrasonic array for bats inspired echolocation study presented in was used for a 32 x 2 MEMS sensor array. Due to the fact that signal from each microphone is digitized with sampling frequency f s , the minimal phase shift equals sampling interval. When using digital beamforming algorithms it is critical to delay a beam by a number of samples that corresponds to a given beam deflection angle. To ensure proper angular resolution, the sampling frequency is given by modified Eq. (17):
where c -velocity of sound, d -intersensor spacing in linear array, Φ min -minimum phase shift angle. To improve horizontal angle estimation performance, the time series was upsampled using interpolation algorithm for each channel. The minimum Φ min could be obtained assuming that it equals half of the parabolic width PW (at 0 steering angle) of the linear array given by Eq. (18):
where: M -number of sensors. Considering the fact that pulse compression method combined with bats-like downsweept chirps, it is possible to process array signals using pathways shown in Fig. (23) : The proposed solution was simulated using similar methodology as it is shown in Fig. ( (20) , where the difference is that the acoustic echo signal is processed by a linear array of 32 MEMS sensors. The results of the simulation are presented in the Fig. (24) . Unfortunately, increasing number of channels and sampling frequency takes results in the system not being able to operate in a real time. The system processing speed may be increased by paralleling channel information processing, reducing the number of sensors, applying so called redundant-array solution by Johnson & Dudgeon (1993.) or combining differences at respective receivers with information determined from evaluation directional characteristics of the ultra sound transducers described in Georg Kaniak (2010) . Due to the fact that processing speed of present-day signal technology is not increasing as rapidly as a few years before, we can observe that signal processing methods are migrating to multi-threaded calculations on multiprocessor platforms. An excellent illustration of the situation are the recent news in sonar technology samples Nilsen & Hafizovic (2009 ), Coiras et al. (2009 , where parallel computing of sensor data are being preformed on GPU targets.
Conclusions
The chapter describes selected matters associated with a variety of science fields such as: acoustics, electronics, signal processing and biology or more precisely chiropterology. It presents, in a concise manner, the properties of air as a gas milieu in the context of using it as a medium transmitting information encoded in ultrasonic waves. The performed analyses suggest that from the point of view of ultrasound technology air is a very unfavourable medium. This is evidenced by characteristics of gases and the methods of ultrasonic wave generation and reception. On the other side, this medium is used by bats, which can reproduce an image of the surrounding space using ultrasounds. Although current technology is far behind bats in the field of information processing, researchers are relentlessly trying to catch up and judging by the number of scientific publications interest in bats' echolocation is still high. The selected issues related to the bats' biology and presented in section 2 prove that bats can reproduce images of its surrounding with resolution exceeding the physical limitations arising from wave length. It is even possible to formulate a hypothesis stating that a bat is from a technological viewpoint "an intelligent multisensor", which not only processes acoustic information but also environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, flight speed). Some of the bat specific echolocation methods are applied in ultrasonic technology. These include simple distance (angle) meters based on processing information related to time period between signal transmission and echo reception but also advanced beamforming systems. The very structure of the signal used by bats is, however, a much more interesting subject. It appears that better space imaging is possible when using modulated signals, which, as was found, compensate Doppler effect and increase both range and angular resolution. As a direct application of this echolocation strategy, the authors present a solution based on the use of pulse compression method in digital beamforming. It was shown, by means of simulation, that such a system is characterised by a higher range resolution and is capable of more accurate discrimination of targets located at the same angle. As a next step in verifying simulation results, the developed solution will be tested on a platform specifically constructed for that purpose. The primary limitation of pulse compression method is the assumption that acoustic waves with frequency modulation will be generated. With present-day advancement of ultrasonic technology, the possibilities of broadband signal generation are very limited. Even if such a signal can be generated, its SPL level is significantly lower than in case of widely used and well developed resonance transducers. Since space imaging methods and models if reality prepared for air are often a modified transposition of the models used in hydrolocation, it is possible to use solutions and development directions from this field in the area of object localisation in air. Due to required resources and processor capacity it is likely that multibeam systems will turn to distributed computing on multiprocessor platforms. As mentioned in the work, one of possible applications, which has already been the subject of research of several scientific groups, is to construct a device that would help visually handicapped people to ambulate Abdul et al. (2008) , Borenstein & Ulrich (1997) , Mihajlik et al. (2001) , Shoval et al. (1994) , Ifukabe et al. (1991) . Considering the detail of the problem presented in this chapter and using bat signals and DSP algorithms utilised on an efficient computing platform, construction of such a device seems possible but will require an effort of an interdisciplinary research team. The book is an edited collection of research articles covering the current state of sonar systems, the signal processing methods and their applications prepared by experts in the field. The first section is dedicated to the theory and applications of innovative synthetic aperture, interferometric, multistatic sonars and modeling and simulation. Special section in the book is dedicated to sonar signal processing methods covering: passive sonar array beamforming, direction of arrival estimation, signal detection and classification using DEMON and LOFAR principles, adaptive matched field signal processing. The image processing techniques include: image denoising, detection and classification of artificial mine like objects and application of hidden Markov model and artificial neural networks for signal classification. The biology applications include the analysis of biosonar capabilities and underwater sound influence on human hearing. The marine science applications include fish species target strength modeling, identification and discrimination from bottom scattering and pelagic biomass neural network estimation methods. Marine geology has place in the book with geomorphological parameters estimation from side scan sonar images. The book will be interesting not only for specialists in the area but also for readers as a guide in sonar systems principles of operation, signal processing methods and marine applications.
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